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The Voxman Music Building, not even a block away from the College of
Engineering Seamans Center, is named after the late Professor Himie
Voxman who was a UI engineering student, a member of the Distinguished
Engineering Academy, and served as Director of the UI School of Music for
26 years.
Read more about the inspiring story here: https://inspire.uiowa.edu/voxmanman-behind-building-name
Fall 2018

d eo s tat e m e n t

of Industry 4.0, involving
department of Mechanical
a
connection of Intelligent
Engineering (ME). This results from reorganization of
Machines and Digital Domains
the previous department of Mechanical and Industrial
between the physical and
Engineering. In preparation for the new department, we
digital
worlds, aiming to
created a Strategic Vision committee last fall to examine
prepare
our students with
the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of
knowledge and skills needed
the ME program. Additional objectives were to make
to think innovatively and work
recommendations for faculty hires, student enrollment,
collaboratively. I am grateful
curriculum modernization, and new emerging research
for
the unwavering support of
areas. The committee recommended establishing an
the ME faculty to accomplish
autonomy area to the curriculum in addition to the existing
this during a transitional period.
areas of mechanical systems and thermal-fluid systems.
Now
we have positioned
Autonomy is a multidisciplinary field encompassing robotics,
ourselves
to embrace challenges
control, dynamic systems, cyber-physical systems, sensing,
and make advancements in the
network and data science, and artificial intelligence, among
years to come.
others. Subsequently, we recruited two tenure-track faculty
and two instructional faculty in the spring semester of 2018.
I

a m p ro u d to a n n o u n c e t h e n e w

co n t i n u e d d u r i n g t h e s u m m e r , with a number of faculty
members revamping the ME curriculum and developing a
new elective focus area (EFA) in Robotics and Autonomous
Systems along with a sequence of related courses: Modern
Robotics and Automation, Artificial Intelligence in
Mechanical Engineering, Advanced Linear Control Systems,
and Cooperative Autonomous Systems. By design, this new
EFA enables students to apply autonomy-themed courses to
our research areas, such as vehicle system dynamics, naval
hydrodynamics and manufacturing processes. In the August
retreat, ME faculty approved the proposed new EFA and
major curriculum changes. This marks a milestone in our
effort to modernize the ME curriculum to better integrate
our lower and upper level courses and across multiple
disciplines. Additionally, we align ourselves with the trend

Work
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I n t h i s f i r s t i s s u e of the ME newsletter, we highlight the
stories of: 1) an alumnus Mr. Shankar Planjery (M.S. ME
1973) and the impact of the Planjery Scholarship, 2) a current
state-of-the-art research on advanced manufacturing, and
3) a suite of new Fluids laboratories facilitating experiential
learning. We feel inspired and will continue the momentum
of curriculum and research advancement, and write new
chapters for the new department. I want to thank you all for
your support as we make this transition.

Ching-Long Lin, DEO
Edward M. Mielnik and Samuel R. Harding Professor
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THE
PLANJERYS'
GENEROSITY
f i r s t came to
the University of Iowa in September of
1970, he did not know what to expect. He
learned that it offered graduate programs
in Mechanical Engineering from the US
Embassy in Chennai, India, where he was
living at the time. He recalls the long and
arduous process of looking into different
universities without the internet, applying
via snail mail, and waiting for his visa to
come in. After several months, he decided
he would attend the University of Iowa and
says it turned out to be the right decision
and is grateful to the UI for where he is
today.
His father came from a poorer
background and could not afford to go to
school himself as he had lost both of his
parents at a very young age. However, his
father worked very hard to support his
family and provide all eight of his children
with the best education possible. Yet, Mr.
Planjery faced financial struggles when he
began graduate school and approached
a few faculty members asking to work
with them on projects and research to
get funding. He met with a few faculty
members for available projects to work on
and desperately looked to receive financial
assistance as he had very limited funds.

W h e n S h a n k a r P l a n j e ry

D u r i n g M r . P l a n j e ry ’ s

s eco n d s e m e s t e r ,

he had a chance encounter with Prof. CJ
Chen in the hallway. They struck up a
conversation and soon after Prof. Chen took
an interest in Mr. Planjery and agreed to
mentor him. At that time, Chen was about
to receive a research grant from the US
army weapons command in Rock Island
with specific work involving aero and
fluid dynamics. Mr. Planjery jumped at
the opportunity to work on an interesting
project. He also worked as a teaching
assistant for Prof. Chen which provided him
the funding support he needed.
They worked to develop an empirical
solution to design airplane structures in
relation to different aircraft guns used
which, when fired, occasionally caused
4

Mr. Shankar Planjery and his wife, Rajyalakshmi
structural damage due to the resulting shock waves. In order to fortify and
prevent further damage to aircrafts, they researched how to predict the strength
of the shock wave produced by the guns. Mr. Planjery received his Master’s
degree with this research in 1973 and soon after moved to Chicago.
f o n d ly r e m e m b e r s one day when Prof. Chen measured his grip
size, bought him a tennis racket, and taught him to play. The two continued
to play tennis together for some time. Prof. Chen was a sportsman who
encouraged his students to play with him. Mr. Planjery remarks on the support
Chen gave him: “such was his care for his students, especially international
ones, who needed some emotional support as they left their families behind.”
In 1987, Mr. Planjery tragically lost his 9 year-old daughter due to a sudden
sickness. In their grief, Mr. Planjery and his wife Rajyalakshmi Planjery became
involved with a group providing services to orphanages, the elderly, and
differently abled people. He feels devoted to serving society and paying back
his debts to individuals and institutions for all the support he has received.
It was their growing involvement with service groups that inspired the
Planjerys to start the Planjery Foundation, a charitable organization named
after the family. The foundation performs charitable works in India and the
USA including providing scholarships and funding to educational institutions.
It is also involved in supporting Indian Hindu Vedic activities, an organization
that provides free artificial limbs to those who need it, subsidizing or providing
free cancer medicines, and starting a mid-day meal program in poorer schools.
It also aids upcoming musicians by arranging programs, subsidizing water
harvesting for Indian farmers, and offering occupational and technical training
programs to the needy.

M r . P l a n j e ry

Fall 2018

o f f e r s three scholarships to Mechanical
Engineering graduate students. In memory of his hardworking father,
dedicated to providing education to his children, Mr. Planjery established
the Planjery Venkatachalam memorial scholarship (est. 2007). Similarly, The
Sharada Devi memorial scholarship (est. 2008) honors his dear daughter
who passed away as a child. The Rajyalakshmi and Shankar N. Planjery
award (est.2013) is intended to express Mr. Planjery’s gratitude to the
University for what it gave him. He says that the Mechanical Engineering
department helped him get where he is today and wished to give something
back. Mr. Planjery aims to extend assistance to those students who are in
need of financial help, just like he was when he was in graduate school.
Mr. Planjery’s generosity also extends to the college, with contributions to
support the construction of the new annex. In recognition of this support,
Mr. Planjery was given the opportunity to dedicate a new conference space
in the annex. He chose to dedicate it to his former professor, Dr. CJ Chen, as
a token of his gratitude for the priceless care and guidance he gave.
When asked why he continues to support our mechanical engineering
program, he explained that in this day and age mechanical engineering
professionals are crucial to the further growth of society in both developed
and developing nations around the world. He believes engineers are
needed to meet the exciting challenges of the technological advancements
happening at such a rapid pace.

T h e P l a n j e ry F o u n dat i o n

" We a r e s u r e t h e y [ s t u d e n t s] a l l
d o w e l l i n l i f e a n d m a ke g o o d
technical contributions and
choose to repay their debt also
to the universit y and societ y
that suppor ted them, when able
t o d o s o ."
- Shankar Planjer y
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The late C.J. “Marty” Chen, orginally from
Taiwan, taught at the University of Iowa for 25
years and went on to serve as the Mechanical
Engineering Department Chair from 19821992. Over his career, he conducted research
supported by the National Science Foundation,
NASA, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and many
other scientific organizations. He authored
or co-authored over 100 books and technical
papers and received seven patents in blood
cell separation technology and fabrication of
nanomagnetic particles. His awards include the
Alexander von Humboldt US Senior Scientist
Award, ASME’s Da Vince Medal for his lifetime
contributions in the area of fluid mechanics and
the Department of the Army’s Commander’s
Award for Public Service.

The Planjery family cutting the ribbon of the new
conference room dedicated to CJ Chen with Liz 5
Simpson of the UI Center for Advancement and COE
Dean Alec Scranton

Scholarship Recipients
G u r ja p S i n g h , a M ec h a n i c a l E n g i n e e r i n g PhD candidate,
moved to the United States from Jalandhar, India to
continue his studies in fluid mechanics, a topic that
interested him when he did his undergraduate studies at the
National Institute of Technology in Jalandhar. He received
the Sharada Devi Planjery Memorial Award in the Spring
of 2017 and has since gone on to earn the 2018 Student
Innovator Award from the UI’s Office of Research and
Economic Development. Singh is a research assistant in the
Bhama-Ratner Artificial Heart and Mechanical Circulatory
Sciences Advancement lab, a joint lab with principal
investigators Jay Bhama, MD, and Albert Ratner, PhD. The
lab focuses on designing devices involved in artificial heart
and mechanical circulatory support technology. Singh was
nominated for the award for the pulsatile flow-related work
he performs at the lab. He says that awards like these are
very encouraging for him as he is only in the early stages of
his career.

" Born and brought up in India, this is my
f i r s t l o n g s t i n t a w a y f r o m m y c o u n t r y. F o r
the t wo years that I have been here, Iowa
has been a second home. I have received
nothing but enc ouragement, help, and
suppor t from my professors and peers
alike, who are drawn from all c or ner s of
t h e w o r l d ." - G u r j a p S i n g h

Avik Samanta

Rajalakshmi & Shankar N Planjery
Award, 2018

"My research focus in University of Iowa
is advanced laser material processing of
engineering metal surface. My advisor is
Prof. Hongtao Ding. I am doing research
work on both experiments and numerical
simulation for laser surface modification
of metal alloys to achieve multifunctional
surface properties. By awarding me the
scholarship, my financial burden has been
lightened which allows me to focus more
6on my research work."

Guiyan Zang

Rajalakshmi & Shankar N Planjery
Award, 2016

“This award helped me focus on my
research on biomass densification.
With the economic support from
Mr. Planjery, I have passed my
comprehensive test in December. It is
my pleasure to have been selected as
one recipient of this honor award!”

Siamak Attarian

Venkatachalam Planjery
Memorial Award, 2017
“As a 30 year old man, it was hard for
me to leave everything (my country,
family, years of industrial experience,
etc.) behind and follow my dream to
become a scientist and I was always
hesitant about this decision, but
honestly, getting this award within just
two months of starting PhD was a sign
for me that I’m on the right track (and I
was not a big believer in fate!).”
Fall 2018

DING'S LASERS
& INVENTIONS
"A l l t h e e x i s t i n g t e c h n o l o g i e s
t a ke a w h i l e - u p t o t w o h o u r s
to treat a single inch of metal
- whereas this technology
t a ke a h a n d f u l o f s e c o n d s t o
p r o c e s s t h e s a m e ."
H o n g tao D i n g , A s s o c i at e P ro f e s s o r of Mechanical

Engineering and researcher at the UI Center for ComputerAided Design, has received a $425k grant from the National
Science Foundation (NSF) to study the fundamentals of
a fast laser-based processing method to create functional
surface textures on metal alloys. The NSF project is a
collaboration between Principle Investigator Ding, Co-PI
Shaoping Xiao (Mechanical Engineering) and Co-PI Scott
Shaw (Chemistry). The new science discovered in their
research enables the laser processing time significantly
reduced from hundreds of minutes per square inch, as
currently required, to a few seconds. The processing
method offers a high-throughput process chain capable of
treating large surface areas for various metal alloys. The
potential manufacturing gains are very exciting and will find
application across many manufacturing sectors including
aerospace, automotive, energy and healthcare.
n e w N a n o s eco n d L a s e r -B a s e d High-Throughput Surface
Nanostructuring (nHSN) process comprises two steps:
(1) water-confined nanosecond laser texturing, during
which a high-energy, nanosecond pulse laser scans a metal
surface submerged in water, using a large spatial increment
and a fast processing speed; and (2) chemical immersion
treatment, during which the laser-textured surface is further
treated by immersion in a silane reagent. Using the new
process, the created surfaces have random nanoscale surface
structures and will be water repellent as well as have antiicing, self-cleaning, and light absorbing characteristics.
Drops of water tend to stick and spread on metal surfaces,
but that doesn't happen on the treated ones using this
technology, they roll off the surface. And when they roll
off, they take the dust on the metal with them — a form
of self-cleaning. The water doesn't get to freeze on these
processed surfaces — a form of anti-icing. Random surface
nanostructures generated from the process significantly
enhance the effects of surface diffuse reflection and light
trapping, resulting in a great reflectance reduction within
both visible and infrared spectra. The nHSN method can be
applied to many important engineering materials including
steel, aluminum, titanium and magnesium alloys, and offers
an economical and scalable manufacturing technique for
various industrial applications.

The
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a n d h i s co l l a b o r ato r s a r e p e r f o r m i n g cutting edge
material research to determine the fundamental process
mechanisms during nHSN. In contrast to conventional
understanding of surface silanization, Ding’s research
group discovers that the nHSN chemical treatment
step induces not only silanization effects but also, more
prominently, chemical etching of metal surfaces. They
are also exploring new ways to manipulate the surface
wettability and adhesion behaviors. They find that by
carefully selecting the silane reagents, nHSN can create
either superhydrophobic or superhydrophilic surfaces with
varying levels of surface energy. Their research leads to a
powerful engineering method to tune the surface wettability
between hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity, and control
the water contact angles from less than 10° to more than
150° by choosing proper silane reagent and laser operation
parameters. Surface adhesion can also be finely adjusted
from extreme low adhesive force (also known as lotus effect)
to extreme strong adhesion (also known as rose petal effect)
between water and the solid metallic surface. They will be
working to determine the long-term endurance of surface
attributes in high-temperature, corrosive, and abrasive
environments and identifying the effects of nanostructure
size, shape, and variation on the water repellant, adhesive,
and anti-reflective qualities of the materials.

Ding
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j o i n i n g t h e U n i v e r s i t y o f I owa in the Fall of 2012,
Ding has established an advanced manufacturing research
laboratory with a focus on laser materials processing from
scratch. His current research involves four main thrusts:
(1) Laser materials processing; (2) Machining; (3) Solidstate joining for multilayer dissimilar materials; and (4)
Physics-based modeling of manufacturing processes and
microstructure evolution. His research methodology is
based on the simultaneous experimental and numerical
investigation of various material processes, and often
involves the integration of multidisciplinary expertise across
from engineering, materials, and chemistry. For example,
one of his ongoing research efforts involves a new low-cost,
high-throughput laser texturing method for fabrication of
transparent conducting surfaces on dialectic materials such
as glass, polymers and transparent ceramics. This research
leads to a revolutionary manufacturing method for terahertz
bandpass filter with high visible transmittance and good
electrical conductivity for the first time. The innovative
process renders practical treatment of glass-based materials

Since
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Laser treatments can change
the structure of a material's
sur face, which changes its
p r o p e r t i e s . P r o f. D i n g i s
t aking existing mater ial and
working to improve its function
or give it new c apabilities,
while looking to create
f a s t e r, s c a l a b l e m e t h o d s t h a t
facilitate industr y use.

Fall 2018

to produce multi-functional THz components for various
military, industrial, and biomedical applications. Ding
and his graduate students have filed a number of patent
applications for their innovations in new laser processes
and are working closely with their collaborators from both
industry and academia for future applications such as antibiofouling, adhesion enhancement, de-icing, disease control,
and terahertz sensing.
Beyond research, Ding has made several contributions to
teaching and curriculum. Ding’s teaching mainly contributes
to the manufacturing area in the mechanical engineering
department. He has developed two new manufacturing
courses: Manufacturing Processes and Automation
(ME:4116), and Advanced Modeling and Simulation for
Manufacturing (ME:6217). In order to teach students
more hands on skills and manufacturing techniques, Ding
developed new labs and lectures for the undergraduate
Design for Manufacturing course (ENGR:2760) during the
summer of 2015. The development included an expansion of
the lab to support two lab sessions per week instead of one,
and added labs on measurement & metrology, metal cutting,
sheet metal forming, casting and 3D printing.
Ding also contributes to academia outside the UI
community through his active professional memberships.
These includes service on editorial boards and reviewing
for technical journals, government agencies and proposal
review panels. He also organizes symposia and served as
chair of technical sessions at conferences. He also received a
Outstanding Young Manufacturing Award in 2015 from the
Society of Mechanical Engineers (SME).

ME Newsletter

Graduate students Qinghua Wang (right) and Avik Samanta
(lmiddle) and Prof. Ding (left) are performing experiments on their
nanosecond laser setup. They are also exploring new research
grounds for superolephobicity and superhydrophilicity based
on the knowledge we gained from this research. This process
can potentially be used for manufacturing of space shuttles,
airplanes, cars and ships. We are also researching the scope of
applying this technology in medical environment so that it can
repel microbial contamination.
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LEARNING with
the NEW FLUIDS
LABORATORIES
a s s o c i at e p ro f e s s o r of Mechanical
Engineering and Associate Faculty Research Engineer for
IIHR, spearheaded the project to construct and instrument
the new Fluids Laboratories in the annex of the Seamans
Center. The new Seamans Center Annex is home to the
Fluids Laboratories. These are three distinct spaces designed
to support formal education in fluid mechanics and related
topics; provide advanced experimental and computational
tools for students to pursue open-ended course projects,
research, and other extra-curricular activities; and to facilitate
a community of undergraduate and graduate scholars
working together to learn and create knowledge.
The three spaces are the Fluids Fundamentals Laboratory,
the Fluids Workshop, and the Advanced Measurements
Laboratory. The Fluids Fundamentals Laboratory is where
formal curricular lab activities take place. This lab houses
facilities used by students in Fluid Mechanics (ENGR:2510)
and other courses. The Fluids Workshop space is where
students can create experiments and simulations, analyze
data, and share ideas. It has computers for data acquisition
and analysis, as well as a broad range of instrumentation
for students to use. The final space is the Advanced
Measurements Laboratory and it contains major flow
facilities including a wind tunnel, towing tank, open-channel
flume, and visualization water channel. It is used in both
formal curricular activities and extracurricular activities for a
wide variety of measurements.
The laboratories have a vast array of resources available.
These include tool chests filled with basic hand tools, as
well as electronic test equipment and circuit components

James Buchholz,
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which enable students to build simple circuits to control
experiments or augment data acquisition. There are also
force and pressure sensors, LabVIEW-based data acquisition
systems, and computers for data analysis and computations
(including nodes on the University computing cluster).
Professor Buchholz explains that they additionally have
three flagship flow diagnostics instruments, including a
thermal anemometry system, a laser Doppler anemometer
and, most exciting, a recently-released volumetric, timeresolved particle tracking velocimetry system. The latter
allows students to easily acquire time-varying velocity fields
within volumetric regions in flows around vehicles and other
bodies placed in the flow facilities. “It is really cool!” he says.

Fall 2018

fac u lt y e xc e l l e n c e

they come into the lab. Having
powerful tools at their fingertips enables them to observe and
understand flow phenomena, and conduct measurements
that would otherwise take much longer. In the past, it was
simply not possible for most students because of the scale of
effort required.
These laboratories are exciting as they hold the potential
to add significant value to student education by allowing
students to experience and manipulate phenomena, and
thereby deepen their understanding of the theory. However,
as Buchholz explains, when requiring a large number
of students to engage in laboratory experiences, these
interactions can often become superficial. This can be an
unfortunate result when students simply follow a list of
tasks within a lab period without adequate opportunities
for reflection on their observations, or conceptualization
of models to describe their observations, or to try new
approaches which apply and deepen their understanding.
The new fluids labs aim to address these challenges by
expanding the curricular activities that can be completed,
while providing students opportunities for meaningful
exploration in their required lab periods and resources to
pursue their own interests.
Labs can be very expensive to maintain and operate –
especially if made available for students to pursue their own
interests. So one of the key elements that faculty in the Fluids
Laboratories are working to develop is a strong learning
community to provide a social element for students working
Students

g e t e xc i t e d w h e n
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in the lab, as well as an active knowledge base to help new
users get up to speed quickly, and thus leverage faculty and
staff support.
The Fluids Workshop and Advanced Measurements Labs
support a variety of student activities, including testing
of a propeller designed by a group of PEDE (Program
for Enhanced Design Experience) students and other
undergraduate and graduate student projects, involving
measurements with some of our new instruments.
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“Building a strong learning
community will require making
sure that students are aware of
the ways in which the labs can
enhance their capabilities, and
augment their learning.”

- James Buchholz

When the workshop first opened, Prof.
Buchholz led several tours through the labs.

s t u d e n t o rga n i z at i o n IMARC (Iowa Marine Autonomous
Racing Club) uses the labs as a place to work on all aspects
of the design, programming, and testing of their competition
boats. While all student organizations in the college are
encouraged to use the lab where it benefits their activities,
IMARC’s connection with the lab is somewhat special, as
they are creating a foundation for the learning community
in the lab. The team is also closely linked to the new naval
hydrodynamics certificate program Professor Buchholz
is spearheading through the Mechanical Engineering
department.
The Lab Manager, Brian Snider, began working in Spring
2018, when the Annex opened for courses. He is responsible
for the day-to-day operation of the lab, including scheduling

The
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the use of facilities, helping students to find the resources
they need to complete a project, training TAs and other lab
users. He also ensures that lab users work safely and take
responsibility for the integrity of the lab. His presence in the
lab provides extra learning and research support.
The lab was instrumented by a generous grant from the
Roy J. Carver Charitable Trust, which paid for moving and
upgrading existing facilities, acquisition of computers and
a wide range of state-of-the-art instrumentation. The Office
of Naval Research also supported the development of the
towing tank and development of a version of Pablo Carrica’s
CFD solver, REX through a grant from their STEM education
and workforce development program.

Fall 2018

Deierling Brings
Automation &
Robotics to the
Classroom
P h i l l i p D e i e r l i n g c a m e to t h e U n i v e r s i t y with a lecturer
position in 2018, and joined in right away on working to
improve the department. This is not his first time at the
university however; he graduated with his PhD in 2016 from
the UI as well!
Professor Deierling has been working hard on integrating
learning about machine autonomy into the Mechanical
Engineering curriculum. He believes that the current and
future trends of design and manufacturing place a heavy
emphasis on robotics and automation. Thus, preparing UI
students for their careers means providing them with skills
and learning about automation that will help them in their
future endeavors.
The new Mechanical Engineering Control, Automation,
and Robotics (CAR) lab provides space and equipment
for students and faculty to build, test and experiment
with robotics, automation and mechatronics projects. The
department’s Kuka KR6 robot is housed there as well.
Students are introduced to programming and operating
with this state-of-the-art robot. In one class, for example,
students completed a series of tutorials and created a custom
program to automate a task or process with the Kuka robot
like programming it to make coffee and pour it in a mug. The
robot provides students with experience programming and
operating an industrial robot. With this, students can design
products and processes with the knowledge of automation
with robotics. Thus, the future of automation and robotics
instruction at the UI is a student centered lab which provides
students resources to learn and become comfortable with
robotics and automation. The goal of the laboratory will be
for students to assimilate the rich theoretical components
provided by our instructors with hands-on experiments to
create a truly unique experience.
Professor Deierling himself is growing his knowledge on
automation and controlling robotics as well. He remarks, “no
matter how many times I instruct students how to operate
the robot, I always find myself discovering a new or better
way to do things.” Ultimately, this is what is most exciting
about automation, that people can keep discovering how to
do more tasks using automation while robotic technology
continues to advance.
When asked about specific goals for enhancing student
experience with the robot he explained that his main
objective is introducing students to industrial robotics and
applications for autonomy. In the future he hopes to provide
a tailored senior design and research projects that involve the
Kuka robot. He also plans on working with other faculty to
incorporate robotics into their courses and provide hands on
experience to more students.
ME Newsletter

P ro f e s s o r D e i e r l i n g says that he feels excited about growing
robotic autonomy technology explaining that the idea of
being able to do other things while machines do work has
always been intriguing to him. He describes his time working
in industry: “I would observe many human operated
manufacturing process and think to myself, surely there is a
faster and safer way to do this."
Before beginning his PhD work, Deierling worked in
the commercial vehicle industry for the Dana Holding
Corporation. He worked using computer aided design,
drafting, finite element analysis, optimization, and testing.
He enjoyed his time working there, where he was able to put
his engineering education to good use as well as learn new
strategies in engineering design. Thus, he is able to bring his
experience working in industry to the classroom. Robots are
heavily used in the industry. From welding, gluing, cutting
to 3D printing and boxing potato chip bags, robots are
everywhere. Due to this, Deierling believes that providing
students with the experience and exposure to robotics will
create a modern well rounded engineer. “Even if students do
not plan to pursue careers in the robotics field, they will at
some point be working with them directly or indirectly,” he
says.
In the Spring of 2019, Deierling will be teaching a class
called Modern Robotics and Automation. The course
aims to teach students the principles of robotic motion
and kinematics and provide an introduction to process
automation. Additionally, because this course will focus
on modern approaches and applications, principles of
mechatronics and advanced networking and monitoring
are presented to in the development of SMART 2.0 and
automated products. The course combines theoretical
components with hands-on activities to assimilate the
material for students.
13
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Iowa City has hosted the Cyclocross UCI
World Cup as part of the Jingle Cross racing
weekend for the last three years. Last year, it
was even named the top event of the 20172018 racing season! The Iowa City race is part
of a series of nine World Cup competitions
hosted around the globe. Amateurs and
professional cyclists alike get the chance to
race and have fun during the weekend.
ME Newsletter
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NEW FACULTY:
Caterina Lamuta
s t u d i e d at the
University of Calabria in Italy for many
years, starting with her undergraduate
career and ending with receiving her
PhD. Her research as a PhD student was
focused on the development of multiscale
characterization of smart and composite
materials. She then came to the United
States as a visiting scholar and continued
her work as a postdoctoral fellow at the
University of Illinois. Her research as a
post doc involved bio-inspired materials
and artificial muscles.

D r . C at e r i n a L a m u ta

C u r r e n t ly , L a m u ta ' s

r e s e a rc h i n t e r e s t s

are primarily in the area of bio-inspired,
smart, and adaptive materials systems,
with particular emphasis on artificial
muscles and artificial camouflage. Her
research at the University of Iowa is
focused on the design, production, and
characterization of bio-inspired devices
able to adapt their behavior to external
stimuli, and reproduce the unique
mechanisms of living organisms. In
particular, she will be working on the
development of lightweight, strong, and
efficient artificial muscles, which can be
used in robotics, prosthetics, orthotics,
and robotic surgery. This research paves
the way for a great collaboration with
the University of Iowa Carver College
of Medicine. Drawing inspiration from
the intriguing world of cephalopods, she
is also interested in the development of
artificial organs able to camouflage.
a l s o h a s a g r e at love of music
and has played the saxophone since she
was 12 years old.

C at e r i n a
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NEW FACULTY:
Venanzio Cichella

r ec e i v e d both his B.S.
and M.S. degrees in Automation Engineering
from the University of Bologna, Italy. He then
studied at the University of Illinois for his
PhD. He has always been fascinated by control
theory and autonomous vehicles, so most of his
research even as a student was devoted to the
design and implementation of motion planning
and control algorithms for unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs).

Dr. Venanzio Cichella

c u r r e n t r e s e a rc h interests include
cooperative control of autonomous vehicles
and human-centered robotic design. He is an
expert concerning nonlinear systems, robust
and adaptive control, and optimal control
applied to motion planning and control
problems.

Cichella’s
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p l a n s to f o c u s further on
cooperative planning and control of multiagent systems – including autonomous
ground, aerial, and marine vehicles as a
professor here at the UI. He is working
on developing an indoor lab space, the
Cooperative Autonomous Vehicles Lab,
which will serve as an experimental facility
for research and teaching activities. In the
near future, the Cooperative Autonomous
Vehicles Lab, equipped with a motion
capture camera system, will be hosting live
shows and demos featuring multiple drones
and ground robots working together to
perform complex tasks.
Venanzio is also a piano player and
particularly enjoys the blues and jazz.
He also runs marathons and will be
participating in his fourth race this October
in Chicago.

Cichella
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Meet UI Postdoc
MIN-YEONG MOON
" I always had a love of
problem identification and
implementation of a solution.
I f ind myself to get a great
deal of satisfaction upon
completion. I also think
that the ar t of mechanical
engineering is making the
world a better and safer place
with inventions and solutions
t h a t a f f e c t e v e r y o n e ' s l i v e s ."

p o s t d o c D r . M i n -Y eo n g M o o n has been selected to attend
the Rising Stars in Mechanical Engineering workshop at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. She will be one of
30 junior academic women in mechanical engineering from
across the nation to participate. The Rising Stars workshop
is aimed at women graduate students and postdocs
considering future careers in academia. Dr. Moon expects
to gain career skills, share research with her peers, and form
lasting connections with other researchers in her field. This
amazing opportunity will allow her to connect with them
and learn how others have succesfully positioned themselves
in mechanical engineering academia. Moon also intends to
learn how to serve as a mentor and advisor who can foster
the next generation of women engineers and help them
develop long-term goals for their future careers.

UI

wa s a n u n d e rg r a d uat e student at the Seoul
National University in Korea, she had the chance to
participate in a student ship design contest. Her team won
an award for the eco-friendliness of their ship design. The
experience motivated her to pursue her master’s degree and
intern at a Computational Structural Mechanics Laboratory.
Her research specifically focused on topology design
optimization for nonlinear thermos-elastic structures and
design sensitivity methods for dynamic crack propagation.
It was then that Moon discovered Professor Kyung
K Choi’s research on design sensitivity analysis and
optimization which had a huge impact on her own work.
This led her to continue her studies as PhD student under
Prof. Choi’s supervision at the University of Iowa.

When Moon
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h e r g r a d uat e t h e s i s , s h e developed a confidencebased model validation framework useful for reliability
analysis that she integrated into a reliability-based
design optimization (RBDO) process. This research was
supported by the U.S. Army Tank Automotive Research,
Development and Engineering Center (TARDEC)
because of the need for new reliability-based design
optimization technology used to obtain truly reliable and
lighter ground-optimized vehicle structure. This work
is a remarkable improvement on conventional methods,
which do not account for the uncertainty that results
from an insufficient supply of experimental output data
as well as physical system’s inherent variability. Even
when researchers have very limited experimental data,
the developed confidence-based model validation can
offer conservative estimation of the system’s reliability
with the confidence that a user has set. Furthermore,
because simulation model validation is required for
reliable optimal product designs that meet all design
specifications and requirements, the proposed RBDO
process with confidence-based model validation
established a truly confident RBDO optimum design that
minimizes the required testing on prototypes.

For
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c u r r e n t r e s e a rc h is concerned with the
development of confidence-based uncertainty quantification,
reliability assessment, and quantitative validation
approach. This research addresses significant problems in
the mechanical engineering research community, namely
the questionable accuracy of model output predictions
provided by biased simulation models and the ideal method
of estimating least-conservative reliability when epistemic
uncertainty exists due to very little information about model
and lack of input and output test data. The developed
method not only provides appropriately conservative
estimates of a complex mechanical system’s reliability, but
also does so in a cost-effective manner. Furthermore, the
quantitative validation can answer the decision-making
about the usage of current simulation model and model
comparison. Ultimately, Moon’s work has far-reaching and
multidisciplinary applications; it can be used to assess any
simulation. For example, Moon has already collaborated
with Mechanical Engineering Professor H.S. Udaykumar to
further assess the reliability of his simulations. This research
is also in the process of technology transfer as sub-contract
work for RAMDO solutions, LLC’s SBIR Sequential Phase II.
The University of Iowa team has even started a project with
the Korea Research Institute of Ships and Ocean Engineering
(KRISO) about confidence-based reliability analysis and
target output distribution for uncertainty quantification
of offshore jacket structure and hyperelastic material.
Dr. Moon’s research excites the Mechanical Engineering
Department with its broader applications which has benefits
across disciplines.

Dr. Moon’s
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"I also intend to learn about how to
ser ve as a mentor and advisor who
c an foster the nex t generation of
women engineering and help them
develop long -ter m goals for their
f u t u r e c a r e e r s ."
- M i n -Ye o n g M o o n
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Iowa Formula SAE is off to the Races!

s t u d e n t o rga n i z at i o n , Iowa Formula SAE, is geared
toward engaging a multidisciplinary team to fundraise,
design, build, test, and race a formula-style racecar. As a
new student organization, they had to build everything from
the ground up. The team is dedicated to researching, asking
questions, and reading everything they can to learn more.
Team members use available classrooms and computer labs
within the Seamans Center for planning and design. For the
manufacturing part they are currently working from the
basement of the Chemistry Building, sharing resources with
another organization. Team members have also collaborated
with the National Advanced Driving Simulator, a University
of Iowa research center, for advice and connections.
One of the biggest challenges the Formula team has faced
so far has been building a sponsorship network to fund the
team. However, they are very fortunate to have found a
helpful industry partner. For the past two years, a General
Motors employee has worked with the students to provide
guidance and advice. Now, GM and the team are working
towards a mentor relationship. Team president David
Movitz explains how the sponsorship relationship began:

New

competition, everyone was friendly and willing to share their
knowledge. Team members were able to talk with dozens
of other teams and network with their peers. They even
examined and sat in some of the other cars to get inspiration
for what they want to accomplish with their racing car.

m o n t h s ag o , I received an issue of Momentum
SAE magazine featuring a new Formula SAE team. I reached
out to the founder, Maura Chmielowiec, who is now a
Design Release Engineer for General Motors. I asked her
for advice and tips on starting a Formula team. She was
happy to help and continues to be a valuable resource to
our team. Maura recently led a design review for our team.
This is where the entire team presents their current designs
to then be critiqued to help improve the designs or thought
process about the design. We’ve also been connected to
other GM engineers to help with team organization and
specific component design. This is an incredible opportunity
for students to be able to get feedback from a practicing
engineer!”
In early July, Iowa Formula SAE team members attended
the 2018 Formula SAE Lincoln competition in Nebraska. The
competition was held at an airport where over 100 teams
and over 1000 people set up their cars for the events. At the

“O v e r 16
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g oa l at co m p e t i t i o n s is to make a car that
will pass technical inspection. Students agreed
that their philosophy is to create a car that
complies with the racing rules before they focus
on increasing its speed. This insight has allowed
Iowa Formula to build a solid foundation as a new
student organization. David Movitz, Iowa Formula
SAE president, explains, “in Formula SAE you
must have a team before you can build a car. We
intend to build a team by using our knowledge
of how teams succeed and how they fail to put
us on the best path for success. The ultimate goal
is to win a competition. To do so, we are making
decisions with long term sustainability and our
ultimate goal in mind.”
To top off their experience at the Lincoln
competition, Iowa Formula got a very encouraging
shout-out from another General Motors engineer,
during his short speech delivered before the
competition results were announced. In short he
recognized Iowa Formula’s hard work, dedication
and initiative with all they have accomplished in
the last 16 months. He went on to put the rest of
the competitors on notice, telling them to watch
out for Iowa at the next competition. Movitz
describes the competition as “an absolute blast!”

The

“One of the best ways we have expanded
our knowledge base was by networking
with other teams at competition. We
have been able to get great advice from
multiple teams with varying experience
and knowledge which has helped us
grow.”

- David Movit z

p rov i d e s e n g i n e e r i n g students from
a variety of backgrounds the opportunity to apply
their knowledge learned in class to a real-world
project. The team is another outlet for them to
work on their soft skills while collaborating as
a team and communicating ideas effectively;
all while experiencing the start-to-finish design
process. Such experiences and exposure are
valuable attributes for students who are preparing
themselves for internships and future careers
in industry. It’s no wonder why companies like
General Motors, Ford, SpaceX and others recruit at
Formula competitions – they want to see the best
in action!

F o r m u l a SAE
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ALUMNI
PROFILE:
Mike Watkins
"There are countless discoveries
and achievements waiting for us as
humans. We will continue to need
great engineers for a long time
coming."

Mike’s advice to current students:
"Get good grades, Get a good internship,
Take advantage of study abroad
opportunities and “Don’t let people tell you
that you can’t do what you want to do!”

g r a d uat e d from the
UI with a BSE in Mechanical Engineering
in Spring 2017. He has recently joined the
ME advisory board this Fall.
As an Iowa City native he was always
a huge Hawkeye fan. He attended Iowa
State University for his freshman year of
college, but returned home to Iowa City
and attended the UI for rest of his college
career. He recalls how very fortunate he
was to have a lot of good experiences and
meet a lot of great people at the UI, all
while getting to spend another few years
as a Hawkeye and spending time with
his family.
During his senior year of college, Mike
was president and a founding member
of the Iowa Marine Autonomous Racing
Club (IMARC). He helped to do a lot
of ground work that needed to be put
together to ensure the club’s success
further down the road. Mike remembers
working closely with Professor James
Buchholz, the faculty advisor, to get the

A lu m n i M i k e W at k i n s
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student organization up and running. He
believes being a part of IMARC developed his
leadership skills.
Watkins also recalls the engineering
internships and study abroad he participated
in while a student. For two summers, he
interned with United Airlines in Houston,
Texas in the service engineering group. He
also studied abroad in Munich, Germany
with the support of a German Academic
Exchange Service Scholarship. While in
Munich, he took aerospace engineering
classes, traveled all over Europe, and even
interned at an aircraft engine company there.
Mike says that these experiences shaped his
career and who he is today.
Watkins now works in Florida for Space
X, a private aerospace company. He is an
integration engineer at their Cape Canaveral
location. His group provides engineering
support for the final assembly of a rocket
before launch. “I work in the hangar where
there is never a dull moment. I can’t think of a
more exciting place to be,” he says.

Fall 2018

ALUMNI
PROFILE:
Maria Slavens
“Balance grades with industrial
experience and leadership roles.
Leadership roles can come as president
of a student organization or of a nonprofit organization. Non-Technical
leadership roles are good too as they
show you are well balanced and not
just about engineering... My advice for
female students is to get a mentor or a
sponsor to help navigate your career
and experiences to make you the most
marketable for jobs.”

g r a d uat e d from the UI in 1985 with a degree in
Mechanical Engineering. This Fall, we are happy to announce
that she has joined the ME advisory board. She is the
Engineering Director at General Mills in Minneapolis, MN.
Slavens has spent many years working for General Mills in
a variety of settings. She has spent about half of her career in
engineering and half in manufacturing leadership roles. Her
position titles have included plant engineer and corporate
engineer. Eventually she became a director of engineering
supporting the cereal, meals, baking, and snacks platforms.
On the manufacturing side, she has been a plant manager,
supporting a huge snack system in Cedar Rapids, IA. Slavens
has also been an operations manager supporting the business
side which lead to an opportunity to become the operations
director of the baking platform.
Maria has always loved problem solving, and although
she had talent in math and science, she did not initially
consider engineering as a career path. She hadn’t considered
pursuing engineering until the Iowa SWE (Society of Women
in Engineering) team invited her to an event to learn more
about engineering when she was in high school. Her mother
recruited for companies like John Deere and General Electric
and would comment on how few female engineers there were.
She encouraged Maria to pursue engineering given her skills
in math and science.

M a r i a S l av e n s
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bac k at h e r t i m e at the UI, she remembers
several experiences which were beneficial. She fondly
remembers how small the classes were and that
everyone knew each other, professors and students
alike. This small size organically made them a
close group and made it easy to get support. Maria
was involved with the SWE student organization,
serving as secretary. She loved volunteer research
opportunities from faculty which allowed her to deepen
her knowledge. She further explains that the project
coursework with real companies and the research
opportunities were the two differentiating experiences
provided at the UI. These were beneficial in obtaining
internships which in turn helped get job offers at
graduation.
Slavens is always interested in the newest technology
to help her company become more successful.
Automation and flexible manufacturing are two areas
they are always looking for advances in technology. She
will be able to share with the ME board what companies
are looking for when hiring students as well as the latest
technology needs.

Looking
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President of the BAJA racing student organization, Rob Pohren rides a newly constructed vehicle in the 2017 homecoming parade.

